
Revelation 13 PART 2 

 

(REV 13:1-18) 

I.  Preliminary Considerations 

1.  This chapter is concerned with two beasts (the beast of the sea and the beast of the earth/land) and 

the authority they exercise in relation to worship and war (1-2, 4, 7-8, 11-12, 15). 

2.  The beast of the sea is allowed to carry out a blasphemous and persecuting campaign against God 

and Christians for 3 ½ years (5-8). 

3.  The beast of verses 1-10 is distinct and different from the beast of verses 11-17 (Compare 1-2 w/ 11-

12). 

4.  The beast of the sea is directly under the power of Satan (Compare 12:3 w/13:1—also consider 11:7 

w/17:8 which confirms the beast of the bottomless pit as the same beast of ch.13 as well as re-enforces 

the fact that he is demon-possessed—9:7—the bottomless pit is the place of demons) and functions as 

power of attorney for Satan (2, 4), the beast of the earth/land functions as priest for the beast of the sea 

in the earth/land (12). 

5.  The beast of the earth/land demands and deceives others into worship of the beast of the sea (12-15 

w/3-4). 

6.  Both beasts are anti-Christian, doing things which cause others to marvel and be deceived (3-4, 6, 

13). 

7.  Both beasts represent a thing, the beast of the sea however is also a person (auvtou/ , /auvtw/| = pp-

NUETER = “it”-2-8, 11-17; possesses the number/identity of a singular man-18—also consider 17:11). 



CHAPTER 13 DEPICTS THE WRATH OF SATAN AGAINST CHRISTIANS IN THE 3 ½ YEARS OF EMPIRE WIDE 

PERSECUTION INSTIGATED BY THE JEWISH PRIESTHOOD (THE BEAST OF THE LAND) AND ENACTED BY 

ROME AND NERO (THE BEAST OF THE SEA). 

SUPPORT: IDENTITY OF THE BEASTS 

A.  Re: the Beast of the Sea as Rome and Nero 

1) Rome is a “thing” (nation/empire), Nero is a “person” thus fulfilling the criteria of verse (18). 

2)  Rome and Nero fit within the temporal notations of the book itself (1:1-3, 22:6, 10). 

3)  Rome was “the city on the seven hills” which is what the “seven heads” of the Beast (1) are revealed 

to be (17:9).   

4)  From the vantage point of Israel (the main geographic focus of the book), Rome was the empire 

“rising out of the sea” (13:1). 

5)  Horns in ancient times pictured political authority or power (ex.  Num 24:8; Deu 33:17; Eze 34:21; 

Dan 7:7).  In the first century Rome exercised political authority over 10 main provinces: Italy, Achaia, 

Asia, Syria, Egypt, Africa, Spain, Gaul, Britain, Germany (13:1-2). 

6)  Rome in the first century satisfies the criteria of an empire exercising the kind of un-paralleled 

dominance expressed in chapter thirteen’s depiction of the beast (2, , 4, 7) 

7) Nero is the sixth of seven emperors in the history of Rome:  Julius, Augustus, Tiberius, Gaius, Claudius, 

NERO, Galba.  Whereas Nero’s reign lasted roughly 13 years, Galba’s lasted only 6months making him 

the shortest reigning emperor until that time yet fulfilling the prophecy of (17:9-10). 

8)  Nero was the one who made the decision to execute a full military campaign against the Jews as well 

as seize (and ultimately) destroy her prize city of Jerusalem (17:16; Josephus, Wars, 3.1.2). 

9)  Nero was called a “beast” and acted like one on many occasions.  He killed his own mother, brother, 

aunt and wife as well as many prominent citizens in Rome.  In re-enactment of the leopards, bears and 

lions (which were the common animals of the Roman arenas), Nero was also known to  dress up in their 

skins and attack and eat the genitals of men and women he would tie to stakes (much like those used in 

the arenas themselves). (13:1-2). 



10) Nero had Christians put to death for 42 mos/3 ½ yrs (11/64-6/68) (13:5-7). 

11)  Nero’s Greek name (Neron Caesar) transliterated into Hebrew equates to “666” according to the 

numerical values given to letters in the Hebrew alphabet (13:18).  Even the variant rendering of “616” 

finds a solution in the person of Nero when valued according to its Latin rendering (Nero Caesar). 

12.  Nero considered himself a god and demanded worship from those within the empire (13:4-5). 

B.  Re: the Beast of the earth/land as the Jewish Priesthood     

1)  This particular Beast is directly linked to Israel as the exclusive focus of its actions (13:11, 13-14 = th/j 

gh/j –term is used 80 times in Rev. and is in its articular form a common way to refer to the land of 

Israel-Mat 27:45; Mar 15:33; Luk 4:25, 21:21-23; Ro 9:27-28; Jam 5:17; Consider also 1:7 and 6:10 

w/Mat 23:34-36). 

“(the) land here (is) referring to ‘Palestine’ because ‘land’ is synonymous with Israel in Jewish writings.  

The phrase ‘earth’ may be literally translated ‘the land’.”  --Kenneth Gentry 

“Palestine was to the Rabbis simply ‘the land’, all other countries being summed up under the 

designation of ‘outside the land’.”  -Alfred Edersheim 

2) The symbolic use of a lamb to represent the second Beast indicates its association with the Jewish 

priesthood (13:1). 

“This lesser beast appears as a ‘lamb’ reminding us of temple worship  in that the lamb is the dominant 

sacrificial victim.  Just as the first beast’s image as a carnivore compound points to Rome and her bloody 

amusements, so it seems that the second beast’s lamb image points to Israel’s sacrificial system and 

religious claims.” –Kenneth Gentry 

3)  Jews (in general) were considered by Jesus in His day to be speaking for Satan (13:1; Joh 8:38, 44) 

4)  The Beast associated with the land is later called “the false prophet”—a title reserved in Scripture 

exclusively for those associated with the covenant community of Israel (16:13, 19:20, 20:10—consider 

also 2Pe 2:1—in the NC they are called “false teachers” v. “prophets”) . 

“We should recognize that in Scripture, false prophecy appears only within the covenant context” –

Kenneth Gentry 



5)  Until the time of the Jewish Revolt, the priesthood in Jerusalem would offer sacrifices for Caesar 

(13:12-15). 

“The Jews responded to the favors of Rome by offering sacrifices twice a day for Caesar…This was 

doubtless regarded by Rome as ‘a very fair equivalent’ to the imposition of the Imperial Divinity’s 

inclusion in the Pantheon of Rome’s subjects.  In other words, it appeased the emperor’s expectation for 

some form of religious veneration by the Jews.  

At the outbreak of the Jewish Revolt however, this protective offering in honor of Caesar was stopped.  

Josephus records the event: 

And at this time it was that some of those that principally excited the people to go to war, made an 

assault upon a certain fortress called Masada.  They took it by treachery and slew the Romans that were 

there…At the same time Eleazar, the son of Ananias the high priest, a very bold youth, who was at that 

time governor of the Temple, persuaded those that officiated in the divine service to receive no gift or 

sacrifice for any foreigner.  And this was the true beginning of our war with the Romans: for they 

rejected the sacrifice of Caesar on this account: and when many of the high priests and principal men 

besought them not to omit the sacrifice, which was customary for them to offer for their princes, they 

would not be prevailed upon. 

In a real sense, the cessation of the Jewish sacrifices for the emperor (by the zealots against the demands 

of the priesthood) resulted in the death of those ‘in the land’ (13:15), for the most gruesome and 

protracted war was waged against rebellious Israel.” –Kenneth Gentry 

6)  It was the Jewish priesthood who found a way to persuade Nero into declaring empire-wide 

persecution against Christians (11-“spoke like a dragon” IOW: spoke Satan’ agenda against Christians-

12:17; 12-“exercises all authority of the first beast in its presence” IOW: they are seen as directly 

connected/culpable in his authoritative actions against the Christians -19:1-2;  As discussed in previous 

sessions, historians believe the Jews gained the ear of Nero by way of his wife Poppea Sabina, a 

sympathizer of the Jews and seeker in regards to the Jewish religion.  She regularly surrounded herself 

with “priest entourages” sent from Israel bringing her both gifts and attempting to lobby certain reforms 

through her to Nero—including also a law making Christianity “religio elicita”—an illegal religion within 

the empire.   The fires of Rome provided the perfect opportunity.  Some believe Josephus-who was a 

priest and part of these regular entourages—to have been a part of the group which suggested that 

Nero blame such fires on the Christians in order to preserve his own posterity in the matter.) 


